When N = 1 and p # q, it is shown in [ 141 that the set of all nontrivial solutions S of (E) consists of a countable number of functions U, with (n -1) isolated zeros (n E N ), which are characterized as critical points of R( ) on certain families of subsets in I+'$ P(Q). As for the critical case p = q (N = l), we are led to a nonlinear eigenvalue problem for (E), and it is shown in [ 151 that there exist a positive number a, and functions e,, with (n-1) isolated zeros (n E ILJ) such that S is not empty and '= j"r,l)j.~R1\((~) if and only if the best possible constant C(Q) = sup{ R(D); v E Wk P(Q)\{ 0) } for (SP) is equal to nap (cf. Remark 2.4).
When p = 2 (i.e., A,= A), this type of problem is studied by many authors. It is well known that if condition (C) is satisfied (resp. (C) is not satisfied and !Z is star shaped), then (E) has a (resp. no) nontrivial solution belonging to C"(Q) n C'(Q); see, e.g., Berger [ 11, Browder [4] , Coffman [S] , and Pohozaev [ 161. For the case where the nonlinear term lulY 2 u is replaced by more complicated ones, some interesting results on existence and nonexistence of nontrivial solutions can be found in Brezis and Nirenberg [3], Coron [6] , and Ni [12] .
The main purpose of this paper is to discuss the regularity of weak solutions of (E) and to give a nonexistence result for (E) in a class of weak solutions. In studying the nonexistence of solutions of (E), we must first note that nontrivial solutions of (E) with p # 2 do not always belong to C'(Q)n C'(Q) (see [14] ), and that even for the case p =2, if (C) is not satisfied, then the so-called "boot strap method" does not work any more to show that every weak solution belongs to C'(Q) n C'(B). Second, the proof for the nonexistence results usually relies much on "Pohozaev-type identity," which is valid only for solutions in C"(L?) n C'(a) in general. In the special case where Q is a ball B, DeThelin [ 181 showed the usual Pohozaev-type identity for the radially symmetric solutions of (E) belonging to C*(B\{O}) n C'(B), and quite recently Ni and Serrin [13] introduced a generalized Pohozaev-type identity for the radially symmetric solutions of (E) in B\{ 0) belonging to C*( B\{ 0)). As a matter of course, one can show by the standard arguments that (E) has a nontrivial solution in WkJ'(SZ)n Ly(Q) if (C) is satisfied, and that (E) has no nontrivial solution in C'(Q) n C'(Q) if (C) is not satisfied and R is star shaped. However, this type of result is incomplete. In other words, one would not be convinced that condition (C) leaves no room for improvement as a suf-licient condition for the existence of nontrivial solutions, unless the existence and nonexistence should be discussed in the same function space. In order to unravel these difficulties, we provide two types of results. First, we give (in Theorem II) a sufficient condition, weaker than (C), under which all weak solutions of (E) belong to I@ ~'(52) n L"(Q). The proof of this regularity result relies on Moser's iteration sheme. Second, we give a nonexistence result (in Theorem III) in the class P = {u E W,$ "(0) n Ly(Q);
To this end, we shall introduce a certain "Pohozaev-type inequality" which is valid for all weak solutions in P. Then, in particular, it is shown that (E) with p # q has a nontrivial nonnegative solution in W,$ J'(Q) n L"(Q) or P if and only if q<p*, under some starshapedness assumptions on 52.
MAIN RESULTS
Before stating our results, we fix some terminology and notations which will be frequently used in this paper. We say that a function u is a weak solution of (E) if u belongs to W$J'(Q)n Ly(Q) and satisfies (0.1) in the sense of distribution. It is obvious that (E) has always the trivial solution U(X) z 0, so our concern here is the existence and nonexistence of nontrivial solutions u(x) & 0. In the nonexistence result, we shall be concerned with star shapedness of domain in the following sense. The domain 52 is said to be star shaped (resp. strictly star shaped) if (X .n(x)) 20 (resp. (x -n(x)) 2 p > 0) holds for all x E XJ with a suitable choice of the origin, where n(x) = (n,(x), n,(x), . . . . nN(x)) denotes the outward normal unit vector at x E an. (i) Let Q be star shaped. If p < N and q > p*, then (E) has no nontrivial weak solution belonging to P.
(ii) Let Q be strictly star shaped. If p > N and q = p*, then (E) has no nontrivial weak solution of definite sign belonging to P. Remark 1.1. (1) Since condition (C), q < p*, implies q > qo, one can take q, = q in Theorem II. Therefore, Theorems I and II say that if (C) is satisfied, then (E) has a nonnegative nontrivial weak solution in IV; "($2) n L"(Q). On the other hand, Theorem III assures that if 52 is (strictly) star shaped, then (E) has no nonnegative nontrivial solution in PC W$ p(Q) n L"(Q). In this sense, condition (C) is best possible as a sufficient condition for the existence of nontrivial solutions of (E).
(2) The La-estimate of weak solutions as in Theorem II is very important information. In fact, the result of DiBenedetto [7] or Lewis [lo] assures that every bounded weak solution of (0.1) enjoys C,',: Xregularity. Furthermore, Theorem 1 .l of Ladyzhenskaya and Ural'tseva [9,p.251] says that every weak solution UE W$p(Q)nL"(sZ) of (0.1))(0.2) belongs to C?(a) for some PE (0, l), and a more minute estimate such that u E C' +' (a) for some c( E (0, 1) can be derived from the result of Tolksdorf [ 191. (3) The class of weak solutions treated in our nonexistence result is larger than that in [18] or [13] if q> p*. In [ 133, Ni and Serrin dealt with an apparently different class of solutions, "singular ground states." However, as is shown below, this class turns out to fall within our class of weak solutions P, provided that q > p*. Therefore, if q > p*, then Ik(u, U) -P 0 and Zk(u, w) + 0 for all w E Cc(a) as k + +co. Hence. from (1.5), we deduce that IlVullP,= llu[l& and
Thus u is shown to be a weak solution of (E) belonging to P. Q.E.D.
EXISTENCE OF NONTRIVIAL SOLUTIONS
2.1. Proof of Theorem I As a matter of course, Theorem I can be proved by the standard argument such as in Berger [I] and DeThClin [ 181. However, we here introduce another type of abstract treatment, which seems to be of independent interest. To this end, we first fix some notations.
Given a real Banach space X and its dual space X*, we denote by (.,.)x: X* x X-+ R' the natural duality pairing between X* and X. In particular, if X is a real Hilbert space and X is identified with X*, then (.,.)x designates the inner product in X. Let Q'(X) be the set of all lower semicontinuous convex functions from X into ( --co, +co ] which are not identically +CO. Then it is well known that i@ becomes a (possibly multivalued) maximal monotone operator from X into X* (see Moreau [ 111, Rockafellar [ 173, and Brezis [2] ). Now we are ready to state our abstract result. (ii) (~P(u))"~* 5 C(~$'(U))"'~ for all u 6 D(#').
Suppose that there exists an element UE D(&j') such that (iii) u gives the best possible constant for (ii), i.e.,
Then u belongs to D(&j') and &j2(u) c +5'(u). In particular, zf 84' is single valued, then u becomes a nontrivial solution of &j'(u) = &j"(u).
Proof.
First of all, note that (i) implies (z*, z)x = ai@ for all z E D(&P) and z* E adyz). (2.1)
In fact, since
dividing both sides by (A -1) and letting I1 1 and 1 t 1, we obtain (2.1). In order to show &j'(u) c &6'(u), it sufftces to verify tu*, w4&@tw)-qqu) for all u* E ap(u) and
We are going to prove this in two cases: q5'( w) = 0 and d'(w) > 0.
(1) The case 4'(w) = 0. By (ii), we get d'(w) = 0. Then
Hence, by virtue of (2.1), we have (u*, wlx S (a2 -1) 4'tu)ln for all A> 0.
Here, letting R + +co, we obtain (a*, w),s 0. Then it follows from (2.1), (2.3), and assumption (iv) that tu*, w-u),~(u*, -u),= -aaqb2(u) = -a,$hl(u) We are now ready to prove Theorem I.
Proof of Theorem I. Let X= Wk P(sZ) and X" = W-', p'(s2), l/p+ l/p'= 1. Put b'(u)= IlVu(l&/p and b2(u)= l/u/l&/q. Since WkP(sZ) is continuously embedded in Ly(0) by assumption, we find that &E G(X) and O(&) = o(&9) = X, i= 1,2. M oreover, @'(u)(x) = -d,u(x) and &r52(~)(x) = IuI~-~ u(x). Clearly 4' and 4' are homogeneous functions of degree p and q, respectively. In addition, Sobolev's embedding theorem and Rellich's compactness theorem assure (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 2.1. Let w be an element satisfying (iii) and suppose that w does not satisfy (iv), then we can choose an appropriate A > 0 so that u = Ilw satisfies both (iii) and (iv), since di are homogeneous functions of degree cli. Then all assumptions of Proposition 2.1 are fulfilled. Thus it is proved that (E) has a nontrivial solution U. Furthermore, since lu( . )I also belongs to W$ P(sZ) and satisfies (iii) and (iv) of Proposition 2.1, [u(x)/ becomes a nonnegative solution of(E).
Q.E.D.
Remark for the Critical Case p = q
Recalling the well-known case p = q = 2, one can easily imagine that the critical case p = q gives rise to the eigenvalue problem for (E). In fact, when N = 1, it is shown in [ 151 that the existence of nontrivial solutions is determined only by the value of the best possible constant C(n) for (SP) (i.e., by the length of the domain 52), but not by the relations between q and N such as in Theorems I and III. Taking account of these observation, let us here consider the following eigenvalue problem: Hence, for all v E D(#') and g E a(s2(u), we obtain
which implies that u E o(a$') and g E 84'(u).
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem IV.
Q.E.D. Here we claim the following result, Then, combining (3.6) with (3.7) we deduce IIl%14~'plIpLP*= Il%Ill~q,+,i~p(~k-~+ 1) l (4k*/P)p C%k.
Hence, by letting n tend to +a~, we obtain (3.4) with k = k + 1. Q.E.D.
Now we go back to the proof of Theorem II. Put Ek = qk log Ck, then in view of (3 .2) In this section, we establish a Pohozaev-type inequality for weak solutions u belonging to P. To this end, we construct some approximate solutions for U. Let u be a weak solution of (E) belonging to P, and let u,, = g,(u), where g, are the C'-functions as in (3.5). Then, for each n E N, there exist functions v", E C,"(Q), 0 <E < 1, such that Then, for each EE [0, 11, #E belongs to @(L"(Q)), and its sudifferential 84, coincides with A,. Therefore, wE satisfies cjE(U)-fjE(WE)~ (-1wy2 w&+l$, u-WE)L2 for all u E FV$ P(Q), (4.12) Here, by virtue of (4.7), (4.8), and Rellich's compactness theorem, we can extract a sequence (Q} which tends to zero as k--t +cc such that w; + w, strongly in L'(Q) for all r E [ 1, co), (4.13)
w: -+ w, weakly in W$ P(Q), (4.14)
Iw~IY-~ w;k-+ Iw,(~-~ w, weakly in L2(Q), (4.15) where we used the demiclosedness of the operator w H lwlq-2 w in L'(Q). Here, since dE(z) 2 &,(z) for all z E Wk P(Q), we have Furthermore, we note that 4E(~) + bO( ) u as E --) 0 for all u E W$ P(Q). Thus, letting k -+ +co in (4.12) with E = Ed and recalling (4.2), we obtain ~~~~~-~o~~,~~~-l~w,ly-2~w,+~l~,lq-2~,, u--AL2 for all DE W$P(Q), which says that --A, w,= -Iw,)~-~ w, +21~,,19-~ u,, i.e., w, is a solution of (E),. Since the above argument does not depend on the choice of {Ed}, relations (4. Then, since W$ P(sZ) is uniformly convex, (4.14) and (4.18) assure that w, converges to w", strongly in W$ P(Q).
We here claim that w, satisfy the following inequalities. f or all nEN, where R, = lim sup, _ ,, (W-1)/P) San vw",12+E)pi2 (x . n(x)) dS, p' = min(p, 2) and n(x) = (n,(x), n,(x), . . . . nN(x)) is the outward normal unit vector at x E da.
Proof. In conformity with [16] , we are going to calculate CjY= L jn (4.3) xi ~w;(x)/&x~ dx. First, it is easy to see that i~,~JwE~q-2w~(x)xi~(x)dx= -;j-J~~(x)\~dx. Since W&(X) is constant on 852, VW'(X) = IVw(x)l n(x) or -IVw(x)l n(x) holds for all x E X? Then we find
Therefore we derive Now we are ready to introduce a "Pohozaev-tJ,pe inequality," which is valid for every weak solution u in the class P. (4.34) dR Then, letting E + 0 and n -+ +co in (4.34), we get Hence, by (4.33), we deduce that Jn lulQ-* u dx =O. This completes the proof of Theorem III.
then we are led to another elliptic equation of the form u(x) = 0, xEaf2, whose degeneracy is slightly more complicated than that of (E). However, the same results as in Theorems I-IV are still verified by the same arguments as before with obvious modifications, except replacing the operator A, in the approximate equations (E); by 
